Cardboard Recycling
Making recycling cardboard simple and cost-effective

Your cardboard recycling
Did you know cardboard is made from natural wood fibres which are 100% recyclable. Recycling the
material means fewer raw resources are required to make cardboard, which lessens the impact on the
environment. Sustainably removing your business’s cardboard waste this way will also save you some
money as it generally costs more for local authorities to do so.
Make sure your cardboard waste isn’t completely covered in food and oils haven’t seeped into it, to prevent
recycling contamination. It’s best to clear all of your food from the material and recycle that separately into
your food waste bin.
The physical condition of the cardboard doesn’t impact our process, it is simply crushed and baled when it
is recycled. Even if the material is torn or ripped, it can still be segregated into the dry mixed or designated
cardboard bin. However, wet cardboard needs to be dried out before being disposed of.

Flatpacking emissions
A large proportion of the waste produced by businesses in the UK is cardboard waste; from boxes for
storage to packages for delivery and lunch packaging, it really is everywhere. At Bywaters, we’ve made it
easy for you to recycle everything from boxes and plates to tubes and fibreboards. Our recycling services
turn your waste cardboard into new packaging and products, ensuring the material gets more than one use.
Bywaters can arrange cardboard collection for your business at a time that’s convenient for you. This is then
transported by our Euro-6 fleet to our specialised solar-powered facility in East London where it is bulked
and baled. The bales are then sent onwards to one of our trusted partners to be reprocessed, eliminating
the need for more cardboard to be unnecessarily manufactured.
As part of our cardboard collection service, our customers also benefit from access to our custom-made
BRAD reporting software. This gives you real-time data about the services we provide, allowing you to keep
track of the environmental and cost savings after we recycle your cardboard.
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